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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter presents the finding and discussions of the research. The 

finding shows the data for answering the research questions and the discussion 

gives the explanation to relate the findings with the theory.  

A. FINDINGS 

 

1. Common Error in Writing Note Taking  

To know the description of the common errors in students’ writing note 

taking, the errors was identified and classified into 3 aspects: error in spelling, 

error in grammar and error in punctuation. Then, it was made  the reconstruction 

of the errors’ writing which made by 25  students.   

Here the table which show us the classification of the errors which made by 

25  students A, B, C and D class.  

Table 4. 1 The common errors in writing note taking by student A 

No Identification of Error Classification of 

Errors  

Reconstruction of Errors 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hallowen is a party use 

scared costume. 

Noadays, people use 

gothic costume. 

They use sceres costumes 

for make their friends 

scary. 

Cabbage can using for 

diet. 

Onion, brocolly, salary 

can be less the cancer. 

In america, if you see 

black cat it can trouble 

for your. 

Spelling 

 

Spelling 

 

Spelling 

 

 

Grammar 

 

Spelling 

Spelling 

 

Grammar 

Hallowen is a party use 

scary costume. 

Nowdays, people use 

gothic costume. 

They use scary costumes 

for make their friends 

scary. 

Cabbage can use for diet. 

 

Onion, broccoli, celery can 

be less the cancer. 

In america, if you see a 

black cat it can be trouble 

for you. 
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The table 4.1, stated that there are 5 errors in spelling, 2 errors in grammar 

and 0 error in punctuation. The dominant error is spelling. The spelling error are 

scared, noadays, sceres, brocolly, salary. 

Table 4.2 The common errors in writing note taking by student B 

No Identification of Error Classification of 

Errors  

Reconstruction of Errors 

2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Broccoli contains 

mineral and vitamin, E, 

calsium, Ion , fos gos. 

 

Cabbage it containt low 

fat callori, high fiber and 

very popular for losing 

weight.  

Onion can againts 

cancer. You can add the 

onion for soup.  

In america, if we walking 

in front of black cat, we 

have to go away from it. 

Punctuation 

Spelling 

Spelling 

Spelling 

Grammar 

Spelling 

 

 

Spelling 

 

 

Grammar 

Broccoli containts mineral 

and vitamin E, calcium, 

Iron, phosphorous.  

 

Cabbage  containts low fat 

calorie, high fiber and very 

popular for losing weight. 

 

Onion can against cancer. 

You can add the onion for 

soup. 

In america, if we are 

walking in front of black 

cat, we have to go away 

from it. 

 

The table 4.2, stated that there are 5 errors in spelling, 2 errors in grammar 

and 1 error in punctuation. The dominant error is spelling. The spelling error are 

calsium, ion, fosgos, callori, againts. 

Table 4.3 The common errors in writing note taking by student C 

No Identification of Error  Classification of 

Error 

Reconstruction of Error 

3 

 

 

 

 

 

Hallowen a famous 

holiday in USA. 

Hallowen using scary 

custom. 

Cucumber the best for 

lose weight 

Calsium, calori , salary. 

 

Grammar 

 

Grammar 

 

Grammar 

 

Spelling 

Spelling 

Hallowen is a famous 

holiday in USA. 

Hallowen is using scary 

custom. 

Cucumber is the best for 

lose weight. 

Calcium, calorie , celery.  
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In america if you 

walking on the street and 

a black cat walk in front 

of you. 

 

Don’t walk bottom of 

latter. 

spelling 

Punctuation 

Grammar 

 

 

 

Spelling 

 

In america, if you are 

walking on the street and a 

black cat walk in front of 

you. 

 

Don’t walk bottom of 

ladder. 

 

The table 4.3, stated that there are 4 errors in spelling, 4 errors in grammar 

and 1 error in punctuation. The dominant error is grammar. The grammar error is 

1) hallowen a famous holiday in USA; 2) hallowen using scary custom; 3) 

cucumber the best for lose weight; 4) In america, if you walking on the street and 

a black cat walk in front of you. 

Table 4.4 The common errors in writing note taking by student D 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

4 People in USA make skary 

costume when Hallowen. 

Populare costume is scary 

ghoose. 

Brocoly is very complex 

there is vitamin and can 

burn your kalories. 

Sweat potato is a viber and 

can make your body 

healthy. 

Cucumber can burn your 

kalories. 

We dont not walk under 

ledder. 

Rowing salt on your 

shoulder. 

Spelling 

 

Spelling 

Spelling 

Spelling 

 

Spelling 

Spelling 

Spelling 

 

Spelling 

 

Grammar 

Spelling 

Spelling 

People in USA make scary 

costume when Hallowen. 

Popular costume is scary 

ghost. 

Broccoli is very complex 

there is vitamin and can 

burn your calories. 

Sweet potato is a fiber and 

can make your body 

healthy. 

Cucumber can burn your 

calories. 

We dont walk under 

ladder. 

Throwing salt on your 

shoulder. 
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The table 4.4, stated that there are 10 errors in spelling, 1 errors in 

grammar and 0 error in punctuation. The dominant error is spelling. The spelling 

error is skary, populare, brocoly, kalories, sweat, viber, kalories, rowing. 

Table 4.5 The common errors in writing note taking by student E 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

5 Usually, when people in 

USA celebrate hallowen  

will makes the traffic. 

Potato have many benefits 

for living. 

Spinach is the best that is 

contain calsium and 

vitamin. 

Sallary have high a water 

 

 

Onion, contain 60 calories 

that is can helps you in diet. 

 

Cucumber contain high a 

water and carbohidrat and 

vitamin. 

Dont walk in backside of 

leader.  

 

 

Grammar 

Grammar 

 

Grammar 

 

 

Spelling 

Grammar 

 

Punctuation 

Grammar 

Grammar 

Grammar 

Spelling 

 

Spelling 

 

Usually, when people in 

USA celebrate hallowen  

will make the traffic. 

Potato has many benefits 

for living. 

Spinach is the best that  

contains calcium and 

vitamin. 

Cellery  has high a water. 

 

 

Onion contains 60 calories 

that  can help you in diet. 

 

Cucumber contains high a 

water and carbohydrate 

and vitamin. 

Dont walk in backside of 

ladder. 

 

The table 4.5, stated that there are 3 errors in spelling, 7 errors in grammar 

and 1 error in punctuation. The dominant error is grammar. The grammar erros 

are: 1) usually when people in USA celebrate hallowen  will makes the traffic; 2) 

Potato have many benefits for living; 3) spinach is the best that is contain calsium 

and vitamin; 4) sallary have high a water; 5) onion, contain 60 calories that is can 

helps you in diet; 7) Cucumber contain high a water and carbohidrat and vitamin. 
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Table 4.6 The common errors in writing note taking by student F 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

6 Do you know what holiday 

coustume  

Sallery . 

Onion can against of 

diseases like including 

cancle. 

Punctuation 

 

Spelling 

 

Spelling 

Do you know what holiday 

coustume ? 

Celery . 

Onion can against of 

diseases like including 

cancer. 

 

The table 4.6, stated that there are 2 errors in spelling, 0 errors in grammar 

and 1 error in punctuation. The dominant error is spelling. The spelling errors are 

sallery, cancle. 

Table 4.7 The common errors in writing note taking by student G 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

7 You should go away from 

black cat If you see it 

Dont walk on the leader. 

Salary high in dietary fiber . 

Punctuation 

 

Spelling 

Grammar 

Spelling 

You should go away from 

black cat  If you see it. 

Dont walk on the ladder. 

Celery is high in dietary 

fiber. 

 

 

The table 4.7, stated that there are 2 errors in spelling, 1 errors in grammar 

and 1 error in punctuation. The dominant error is spelling. The spelling errors are 

leader, and salary. 
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Table 4. 8 The common errors in writing note taking by student H 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

8 Spinach, it contains folate, 

vitamin A and K and 

calcium. 

A cup of onions contains 

around 60 calories and 2 

grams of fat as well as 

quercetin. 

Cabbage,  contains high 

amounts of fiber and just 20 

calories. 

 

Punctuation 

Grammar 

 

Grammar 

 

 

 

Punctuation 

 

 

 

Spinach contains folate, 

vitamin A and K and 

calcium. 

A cup of onions contain 

around 60 calories and 2 

grams of fat as well as 

quercetin. 

Cabbage contains high 

amounts of fiber and just 

20 calories. 

 

 

The table 4.8, stated that there are 0 error in spelling, 2 errors in grammar 

and 2 error in punctuation. The dominant errors are grammar and punctuation. 

The grammar errors are: 1) spinach, it contains folate, vitamin A and K and 

calcium; 2) a cup of onions contains around 60 calories and 2 grams of fat as well 

as quercetin. The punctuation errors are: 1) spinach, it contains folate, vitamin A 

and K and calcium; 2) Cabbage,  contains high amounts of fiber and just 20 

calories.  

Table 4.9 The common errors in writing note taking by student I 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

9 There are some best 

vegetables should included 

for diet. 

Just eating the vegetables 

with fewer callories and 

exercise more which can 

burn the callories of body. 

If see the black cat across in 

front of us we have to avoid 

 

Grammar 

 

 

Spelling 

 

Spelling 

Grammar 

 

.There are some best 

vegetables should include 

for diet. 

Just eating the vegetables 

with fewer calories and 

exercise more which can 

burn the calories of body. 

If you see the black cat 

across in front of us we 
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it. 

There are the superstition 

which happen in America. 

 

Grammar 

 

have to avoid it. 

There are the superstitions 

which happen in America. 

 

 

The table 4.9, stated that there are 2 errors in spelling, 3 errors in grammar 

and 0 error in punctuation. The dominant error grammar. The grammar errors are: 

1) there are some best vegetables should included for diet; 2) if see the black cat 

across in front of us we have to avoid it; 3) there are the superstition which 

happen in America. 

Table 4.10 The common errors in writing note taking by student J 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

10 Hallowen is the time 

celebration in USA with use 

scary custumes, horror 

fastival, with wonderfol 

crapy and always use 

pumkin and decoration 

house. 

Sweet potato is good viber 

and karotin. 

Brocoli is made of 60 % 

karbohidrat and 40 % 

kalory. 

Salary for giving brain 

signal to stop eating. 

Union contain protect with 

cancer. 

 

If you walking on the street 

and you see black cat.  

 

Then breaking mirror it is 

mean bad lucky. 

 

 

Grammar 

Spelling 

Spelling 

Spelling 

Grammar 

 

Spelling 

Spelling 

Spelling  

     Spelling 

Spelling 

Spelling 

 

Spelling 

Grammar 

 

Grammar 

 

 

Punctuation 

Hallowen is the time 

celebration in USA with 

uses scary costumes, 

horror festival, with 

wonderful creepy and 

always uses pumkin and 

decoration house. 

Sweet potato is good fiber 

and carotene. 

Broccoli is made of 60 % 

carbohydrates and 40 % 

calories. 

celery for giving brain 

signal to stop eating. 

Onion contains protect 

with cancer. 

 

If you are walking on the 

street and you see black 

cat.  

Then, breaking mirror it is 

mean bad lucky. 
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The table 4.10, stated that there are 10 errors in spelling, 4 errors in 

grammar and 1 error in punctuation. The dominant error is spelling. The spelling 

errors are fastival, wonderfol, crapy, viber, karotin. Brocoli, karbohidrat, kalory, 

salary, union. 

Table 4.11 The common errors in writing note taking by student K 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

11 They using scary costume. 

 

Hallowen costume become 

more variation. 

Beans and carrorts has full 

of protien and dietary fibers. 

 

Spinach contain vitamin  

A  K  and calcium. 

Celery contain high amount 

of water and low calories. 

 

Cabbage contain high 

amount of fiber. 

 

Grammar 

 

Grammar 
 

Grammar 

 

 

Grammar 

Punctuation 

Grammar 

 

 

Grammar 

They are using scary 

costume. 

Hallowen costume 

becomes more variation. 

Beans and carrorts have 

full of protien and dietary 

fibers. 

Spinach contains vitamin 

A  K  and calcium. 

Celery contains high 

amount of water and low 

calories. 

Cabbage contains high 

amount of fiber. 

 

The table 4.11, stated that there are 0 errors in spelling, 6 errors in 

grammar and 1 error in punctuation. The dominant error is grammar. The 

grammar errors are: 1) they using scary costume; 2) hallowen costume become 

more variation; 3) beans and carrorts has full of protien and dietary fibers; 4) 

Spinach contain vitamin A  K  and calcium; 5) celery contain high amount of 

water and low calories; 6) cabbage contain high amount of fiber. 

Table 4. 12 The common errors in writing note taking by student L 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  
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12 The speaker talk about 

superstitions. 

If you don’t do that you will 

sick tomorrow.  

 

Grammar 

 

Grammar 

The speaker talks about 

superstitions. 

If you don’t do that you 

will be sick tomorrow. 

 

The table 4.12, stated that there are 0 errors in spelling, 2 errors in 

grammar and 0 error in punctuation. The dominant  error is grammar. The 

grammar error is 1)the speaker talk about superstitions; 2) If you don’t do that 

you will sick tomorrow.  

Table 4. 13 The common errors in writing note taking by student M 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

13 Dont walk under ledder. 

If you say that you very 

healthy than knock a wood 

 

Spelling 

Grammar 

Dont walk under ladder. 

If you say that you are 

very healthy than knock a 

wood 
 

 

The table 4.13, stated that there are 1 error in spelling, 1 error  in grammar 

and 0 error in punctuation. The grammar error is If you say that you very healthy 

than knock a wood. The spelling error is ledder. 

Table 4. 14 The common errors in writing note taking by student N 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

14 Brocoli contain vitamin and 

protein. 

Colflower contain 60 

kalories. 

Spinicht, salary, cabich 

contain high water . 

Spelling 

Grammar 

Spelling 

Grammar 

Spelling 

Spelling 

Spelling 

Broccoli contains vitamin 

and protein. 

Cauliflower contains 60 

calories. 

Spinach, celery, cabbage 

contain high water. 
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The table 4.14, stated that there are 6 errors in spelling, 2 errors in 

grammar and 0 error in punctuation. The dominant error is spelling . The spelling 

errors are brocoli, colflower, kalories, spinicht, salary, cabich. 

Table 4.15 The common errors in writing note taking by student O 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

15 Halloween is the time for 

celebration in the USA. 

Halloween is known for it is 

often times scary costume, 

elaborate parties and events. 

 

Another superstition is 

broking mirror 

Spelling 

 

Spelling 

 

 

 

Spelling 

Punctuation 

Hallowen is the time for 

celebration in the USA. 

Hallowen is known for it 

is often times scary 

costume, elaborate parties 

and events. 

Another superstition is 

breaking mirror. 

 

The table 4.15, stated that there are 3 errors in spelling, 0 error in grammar 

and 1 error in punctuation. The domininat error is spelling . The spelling errors are 

halloween, halloween, broking. 

Table 4.16 The common errors in writing note taking by student P 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

16 Hellowin is a time for 

cellebration in the USA. 

Hellowin costumes in USA 

have became more varied . 

 

Vegetables they are low in 

calories contain vitamins 

and minerals. 

Cucumber it is extramely 

low in calories and contains 

low of water. 

Spelling 

 

Spelling 

 

 

Grammar 

 

 

Grammar 

Hallowen is a time for 

celebration in the USA. 

Hallowen costumes in 

USA have became more 

varied . 

Vegetables  are low in 

calories contain vitamins 

and minerals. 

Cucumber is extramely 

low in calories and 

contains low of water. 
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The table 4.16, stated that there are 2 errors in spelling, 2 errors in 

grammar and 0 error in punctuation. The dominant errors are spelling and 

grammar. The spelling errors are hellowin, and hellowin. The grammar errors are: 

1) vegetables they are low in calories contain vitamins and minerals; 2) 

cucumber it is extramely low in calories and contains low of water. 

Table 4. 17 The common errors in writing note taking by student Q 

No  Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

17 Halloween is celebration 

that wearing scary costume 

and something that 

wonderfully creapy. 

America supestitions. 

Dont walk under ledder. 

Spelling 

 

 

Spelling 

Spelling 

Spelling 

Hallowen is celebration 

that wearing scary 

costume and something 

that wonderfully creepy. 

America superstitions. 

Dont walk under ladder. 

  

The table 4.17, stated that there are 4 errors in spelling, 0 errors in 

grammar and 0 error in punctuation. The dominant error is spelling. The spelling 

errors are halloween, creapy, supestitions, ledder. 

Table 4.18 The common errors in writing note taking by student R 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

18 Hellowen is holiday in USA 

with using sccary costume. 

 

People sellebrate the 

hellowen in the night.  

 

American supertation . 

Spelling 

 

 

Spelling 

Spelling  

 

Spelling 

Hallowen is holiday in 

USA with using scary 

costume. 

People celebrate the 

hallowen  brate in the 

night.  

American superstition . 
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The table 4.18, stated that there are 4 errors in spelling, 0 errors in 

grammar and 0 error in punctuation. The dominant error is spelling. The spelling 

errors are helloween, sellebrate, hellowen, supertation. 

Table 4.19 The common errors in writing note taking by student S 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

19 Halloween is a time for 

celebration in the USA.  

Halloween is known for 

time scary costume. 

Halloween is very much 

associated with scary 

costumes and things that are 

wonderfully creepy. 

If you say to your friend that 

you healthy, you have to 

knock bon the wood. 

 

If you dont do it , you will 

sick tomorrow. 

If there is a black cat on the 

street, we have to stayed 

away from the cat. 

Spelling 

 

Spelling 

 

Spelling 

 

 

 

 

Grammar 

 

 

Grammar 

 

Grammar 

Halloween is a time for 

celebration in the USA.  

Hallowen is known for 

time scary costume. 

Hallowen is very much 

associated with scary 

costumes and things that 

are wonderfully creepy. 

If you say to your friend 

that you are healthy, you 

have to knock bon the 

wood. 

If you dont do it , you will 

be sick tomorrow. 

If there is a black cat on 

the street, we have to stay 

away from the cat. 

 

The table 4.19, stated that there are 3 errors in spelling, 3 errors in 

grammar and 0 error in punctuation. The dominant  errors are spelling and 

grammar. The spelling errors are helloween, sellebrate, hellowen, supertation. The 

grammar errors are: 1) if you say to your friend that you healty, you have to 

knock bon the wood; 2) if you dont do it , you will sick tomorrow; 3) if there is a 

black cat on the street, we have to stayed away from the cat.  
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Table 4.20 The common errors in writing note taking by student T 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

20 Spinatch contain vitamin A, 

k and calcium. 

onions contains 600 calories 

and 2 grams of fat. 

Another superstitions 

opening umbrella inside 

your home. 

 

Spelling 

Grammar 

Grammar 

 

Grammar 

 

 

 

Spinach contains vitamin 

A, k and calcium. 

onions contain 600 

calories and 2 grams of fat. 

Another superstitions is 

opening umbrella inside 

your home. 
 

 

The table 4.20,  stated that there are 1 errors in spelling, 3 errors in 

grammar and 0 error in punctuation. The dominant error is grammar. The 

grammar errors are: 1) spinach contain vitamin A, k and calcium; 2) onions 

contains 600 calories and 2 grams of fat; 3) another superstitions opening 

umbrella inside your home. 

Table 4.21 The common errors in writing note taking by student U 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

21 Halloween is time to 

celebrate in the USA. 

Cellery contain high 

amounts of viber and 20 

calories. 

Beans is full of protein and 

dietary viber. 

Spelling  

 

Spelling  

Grammar 

Spelling  

Grammar 

Spelling  

Hallowen is time to 

celebrate in the USA. 

Celery contains high 

amounts of fiber and 20 

calories. 

Beans are full of protein 

and dietary fiber. 

 

 

The table 4.21,  stated that there are 4 errors in spelling, 2 errors in 

grammar and 0 error in punctuation. The dominant error is spelling. The spelling 

errors are halloween, cellery, viber, viber. 
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Table 4.22 The common errors in writing note taking by student V 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

22 Halloween is the second 

most popolar holiday in 

USA. 

They using scary costume to 

celebrate the hallowen. 

 

Then when you breaking the 

mirror you will get bad luck. 

Spelling 

Spelling  

 

Grammar 

 

 

Punctuation   

Hallowen is the second 

most popular holiday in 

USA. 

They are using scary 

costume to celebrate the 

hallowen. 

Then, when you breaking 

the mirror you will get bad 

luck. 

 

The table 4.22,  stated that there are 2 errors in spelling, 1 errors in 

grammar and 1 error in punctuation. The dominant error is spelling. The spelling 

errors are halloween, popolar. 

Table 4.23 The common errors in writing note taking by student W 

No  Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

23 Beans and carrots low fat. 

 

Dont walk under ledder. 

People in USA make skary 

costume when celebrate the 

hallowen. 

Popular film also influences 

the halloween. 

 

Grammar  

 

Spelling 

Spelling 

 

 

Spelling   

Beans and carrots  are low 

fat. 

Dont walk under ladder. 

People in USA make scary 

costume when celebrate 

the hallowen. 

Popular film also 

influences the hallowen. 

 

The table 4.23,  stated that there are 3 errors in spelling, 1 errors in 

grammar and 0 error in punctuation. The dominant  error is spelling. The spelling 

errors are ledder, skary, halloween. 
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Table 4.24 The common errors in writing note taking by student X 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

24 Brocoli is made up 60% 

carbohidrate and 40 % 

proteins. 

They are low calories 

contains vitamins and 

minerals. 

 Spelling  

Spelling  

 

 

Grammar  

Broccoli is made up 60% 

carbohydrates and 40 % 

proteins. 

They are low calories 

contain vitamins and 

minerals. 

 

The table 4.24  stated that there are 2 errors in spelling, 1 errors in 

grammar and 0 error in punctuation. The domininat error is spelling. The spelling 

errors are brocoli, and carbohidrate. 

Table 4.25 The common errors in writing note taking by student Y 

No Identification of Error          Classification 

of Error 

Reconstruction of Error  

25 Using vegetables for losing 

weight a smart idea. 

 

Halloween is known for it is 

often times scary costume. 

 

Hallowen one  famous 

holiday in USA. 

 

Grammar 

 

 

Spelling 

 

 

Grammar  

Using vegetables for 

losing weight is a smart 

idea. 

Hallowen is known for it 

is often times scary 

costume. 

Hallowen is one  famous 

holiday in USA. 

 

 

The table 4.25,  stated that there are 1 errors in spelling, 2 errors in 

grammar and 0 error in punctuation. The dominant error is grammar. The 

grammar errors are 1) using vegetables for losing weight a smart idea; 2) 

hallowen one  famous holiday in USA. 
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According to the description above, the researcher  can count the students 

errors into their classification of errors. Here is the tabulation of errors: 

Students   

Errors classification 

 

Spelling  Grammar  Punctuation    

A 5 2 - 7 

B 5 2 1 8 

C 4 4 1 9 

D 10 1 - 11 

E 3 7 1 11 

F 2 - 1 3 

G 2 1 1 4 

H - 2 2 4 

I 2 3 - 5 

J 10 4 1 15 

K - 6 1 7 

L - 2 - 2 

M 1 1 - 2 

N 6 2 - 8 

O 3 - 1 4 

P 2 2 - 4 

Q 4 - - 4 

R 4 - - 4 

S 3 3 - 6 

T 1 3 - 4 

          U 4 2 - 6 

V 2 1 1 4 

W 3 1 - 4 

X 2 1 - 3 
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Y 1 2 - 3 

 79 52 11 142 

 

Table 4. 26 presents that  22 students made errors in spelling and  get 79 

errors.  Then, 21 students made errors in grammar and get 52 errors. The last 

category error in punctuation gets 11 errors from 10 students who make the error . 

The table also gives information the total number of  error students in writing note 

taking 142 errors. Thus, the answer for the first research question about what are 

the common error in students’ writing note taking is spelling, grammar and 

punctuation. 

2. The Most Common Errors in Students’ Writing Note Taking 

In this part, the data was analyzed to find out the total number of common 

error in writing note taking with frequency and percentage to know the most of 

common error in students’ writing note taking. Here are the percentages of 

students’common errors in writing note taking :  

Table 4. 27 Frequency of Common Error in Writing Note Taking  

Common errors  Frequency of wrong 

answer 

Percentage 

Spelling  22 88 % 

Grammar  21 84 % 

Punctuation  10 40 % 

 

The highes frequency for common errors in students’ writing note taking 

is spelling. The table 4.27 present that spelling error gets 88 % for common errors 

in writing note taking. From 25 students who became the sample, there were 22 
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students made errors in spelling when they write note taking. After the spelling, 

there are followed by grammar with 84 %. From 25 students who became the 

sample, there were 21 students made errors in grammar  when they write note 

taking. The punctuation gets 40 % From 25 students who became the sample, 

there were 10 students made errors in punctuation when they write note taking. 

 In conclusion, the commonest errors in writing note taking is spelling. 

This error gets 88 % with 79 errors from 142 total number of common errors in 

writing note taking. 

B. DISCUSSION  

As the result of the research, it was found three common errors usually 

happen in writing note taking. They do it in spelling, grammar and punctuation. 

Talking about errors, there is a term that usually used to describe about it 

“ Nobody is perfect”. This term conveys that every human is certainly do mistake 

or errors in his whole of life, not an exception in learning. It is supported by 

Brown statement. He said that human learning language either mother tongue or 

second language are fundamentally a process that involves the making of mistakes 

(1980, p. 164). It means people cannot learn without commiting errors. This 

research also as the evidence that error can arise from many skills. One of them is 

writing. According to Corder, errors divided into four categories: omission of 

some required element, addition of some necessary or incorrect element, selection 

of an incorrect element, and miss-ordering of element. 

Usually, many erorrs that the students do when writing such as errors in 

writing spelling , errors in grammar also errors in punctuation. As one of the other 
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aspect of the correctness in language, spelling is “A written form of word to the 

suggested one.” (Crowther, 1995:p.1331). His state is suitable to say that correct 

spelling determine the message  to. If it writes  in error spelling, so the message is 

going to other meaning. This fact show that writer cannot ignore about spelling in 

writing, because the every words belong to difference meaning. It also shows that 

spelling and meaning have very close relationship with coomunication.  

In this research, it was found the error in spelling 88 % from 79 errors and 

classified the errors in Spelling as the errors in Selection because the students 

made errors in writing the word to be the right spelling.  The example of spelling 

errors: 1. Hallowen is the second most popolar holiday in USA. ( Popular)  2. 

Sweet potato is good viber and karotin. ( fiber, carotene) 

Besides error in spelling, it was found error in grammar. According to 

Jeremy Harmer (2001, p.12) grammar as “ the description of the ways in which 

words can change their forms and can be combined into sentence in that 

language”. In writing process, grammar should be very important. Grammar is a 

term so frequently used in language teaching and learning contexts that it is easy 

to overlook the question of what we actually mean by the term.  

In this research, it was found 84 % from 52 errors and  classified the errors 

in grammar as the errors in Omission because the students sometimes forget to put 

the subject or the verb whereas it is very important in making a sentence. The 

example of grammar : 1. Hallowen a famous holiday in USA. (is)   2. Hallowen 

using scary custom. (is). 
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The last error that was found in this research is punctuation. Punctuation  

in writing is important because punctuation to make the meaning of the writing 

clear and to conform with the conventions established by standard usage. There 

are the reason for which punctuation should be used. Hogue and Oshima, (1999 p. 

245) state punctuation “ is reflection of the pauses and of the rising and falling 

intonation patterns of the spoken language. Using correct punctuation conveys  

meaning just as words do”. 

In this research, it was found 40 % from 11  errors. The error of 

punctuation was clasified  as the errors in Selection because the students made 

errors in writing, sometimes they didn’t aware to select or to use the punctuation 

mark.  The examples of punctuation errors: Then breaking mirror it is mean bad 

lucky. (forget to write comma ). 

 

 


